Transcriptional response of skeletal muscle to a low-protein gestation diet in porcine offspring accumulates in growth- and cell cycle-regulating pathways.
Inadequate maternal protein supply during gestation represents an environmental factor that affects physiological signaling pathways with long-term consequences for growth, function, and structure of various tissues. Hypothesizing that the offspring's transcriptome is persistently altered by maternal diets, we used a porcine model to monitor the longitudinal expression changes in muscle to identify pathways relevant to fetal initiation of postnatal growth and development. German Landrace gilts were fed isoenergetic gestational diets containing 6.5% (LP) or 12.1% protein. The longissimus dorsi samples were collected from offspring at 94 days postconception (dpc) and 1, 28, and 188 days postnatum (dpn) for expression profiling. At 94 dpc, 1 dpn, and 28 dpn relatively few transcripts (<130) showed an altered abundance between the dietary groups. In fact, at 94 dpc genes of G2/M checkpoint regulation and mitotic roles of Polo-like kinases showed lowered transcript abundance in LP. At 188 dpn 677 transcripts were altered including those related to oxidative phosphorylation, citrate cycle, fatty acid metabolism (higher abundance in LP) and cell cycle regulation (lower abundance in LP). Correspondingly, transcriptional alterations during pre and postnatal development differed considerably among dietary groups, particularly for genes related to cell cycle regulation (G1/S and G2/M checkpoint regulation; cyclines), growth factor signaling (GH, IGF1, mTOR, RAN, VEGF, INSR), lipid metabolism, energy metabolism, and nucleic acid metabolism. In skeletal muscle, fetal programming related to maternal LP diets disturbed gene expression in growth-related pathways into adulthood. Diet-dependent gene expression may hamper proper development, thereby affecting signaling pathways related to energy utilization.